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Abstract. Photogrammetry is a useful tool for creating computer models of ar-
chaeological sites for monitoring and for general public outreach. Modeling ar-
chaeological sites found in the marine environment is particularly challenging
due to danger to divers, the cost of underwater photography equipment and light-
ing challenges. The automatic acquisition of video footage of underwater marine
archaeology sites using an AUV can be an advantageous alternative, yet also in-
curs its own obstacles. In this paper we present our system and enhancements for
applying a standard photogrammetry reconstruction pipeline to underwater sites
using video footage captured from an AUV. Our primary contribution is a GPU
driven algorithm for texture construction to reduce blur in the final model. We
demonstrate the results of our system on a well known wreck site in Malta.
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1 Introduction

Marine archaeologists work to discover and map historical archaeological sites in the
challenging environments of our oceans and seas. This setting creates unique challenges
that technology has greatly aided in recent years. For example, the use of photogram-
metry to create 3D reconstructions of underwater sites, has drastically increased the
ability of marine archaeologists to map and share data about their discoveries [16,22].

Photogrammetry is a useful tool for creating computer models of archaeological
sites of interest from discrete frames showing the target site from various views. There is
a wide body of work addressing the use of photogrammetry pipelines for archaeological
site mapping [13,16,22]. Our work focuses on the marine setting and specifically the
use of an AUV to capture video of archaeological sites of interest such as historical
ship or plane wrecks. As diving for a human camera operator can be both dangerous
and expensive, the use of an AUV provides advantages[21,12,17], such as operating in
deep waters and deployment from a distance.

The fieldwork for this research was conducted off the coastal waters of Malta, using
the OceanServer Iver3 AUV. The AUV was equipped with a GoPro HERO4 camera
to capture video of the sites of interest. The work presented here focuses on resolving
some of the limitations of camera paths and video quality due to the underwater setting.
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Unique Challenges The underwater setting introduces challenges both to the collection
of imagery for photogrammetry, and to the typical photogrammetric pipeline. The need
for camera equipment that is both waterproof and compact enough to be mounted onto
an AUV limits hardware choices and the maximum acuity of captured imagery. Like-
wise, continuous capture, the recommended style for photogrametry [26], is made dif-
ficult by AUV maneuverability constraints. Instead video capture is limited to predom-
inantly linear paths which cover only portions of the subject. This division of footage
into discontinuous segments can lead to significant inconsistencies later in the pipeline
when portions are joined into a full reconstruction.

In addition, as light travels through water, certain wavelengths are blocked, reducing
colors whilst particulate in the water can reduce visibility. Furthermore the falloff of
visibility due to the water volume necessitates shorter distance between camera and
the target, and reduces the amount of information collected along most paths about the
subject. Overly blue images and blur proves challenging for photogrammetry pipelines
that typically rely on pixel correlation primarily using color and in addition can result
in textures which are visually unappealing and unduly homogeneous.

To address these challenges we present our pipeline and view dependent texturing
algorithm to produce high quality models from applying a photogrammetry pipeline to
video data acquired in an underwater setting using an AUV. Specifically, our contribu-
tions include a novel GPU based algorithm for improved texture creation in the spirit
of view dependent texturing to minimize blur caused by excessive smoothing for the fi-
nal model’s texture and a general system for enhancing photogrammetry reconstruction
using data captured using an AUV and GoPro camera.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a rich body of work addressing the field of photogrammetry [13,16,22], and
AUV trajectory planning [20,15,10,19,8] and a growing body of work addressing tra-
jectory planning specifically for photogrammetry[23,25,26].

Additionally, there is a wide body of related work on texturing. Debevec’s work[11],
was foundational for texture mapping through projection in combination with a view-
dependent blending function primarily based on view angle. The more recent work of
Waechter et al [24] presents a sophisticated approach with several stages, including, an
analysis of the gradient of each photo to disqualify regions with less captured detail.
To address issues with inaccurate camera alignment or a moving subject, a mean shift
algorithm is used to filter image sources whose colors vary too greatly from the rest of
the set. Similarly, Callieri et al. [7] presents a a system which uses a variety of metrics
to judge the quality of source photos, ultimately creating a single final mask on each
photo which determines the photo’s weight at the time of final projection.

The problem of color correcting underwater photography has been tackled widely
but often with similar core assumptions. Commercially available camera lens filters
designed to mitigate discoloration in underwater footage are not appropriate with our
set up and site depths. Software solutions generally include an operation which attempts
to mitigate discoloration caused by the attenuation of light underwater. The result of this
operation typically produces result images which resemble the original, but which have
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ambient illumination close to the gray scale instead of an original blue or cyan/green
tint. The methods of both Bazeille et. al. [6] and Iqbal et. al. [14] re-balance the images
colors towards gray using only the characteristics of the image itself. Conversely, Petit
et al [18] takes a more involved approach which first establishes a Beer-Lambert model
of the scenes attenuation with a coefficient set from experimental data.

Related work of particular interest are several papers focused on improving textur-
ing for 3D reconstructions, [5,4,9]. In particular, the multi-band approach could provide
future directions for image enhancements in our system, however, this work is the first
that we know of in which the scale of input images from an underwater setting and the
use of the GPU for texture production is explored to this level.

3 Algorithms

We present our algorithm for using the graphics pipeline for creating an improved final
texture for models reconstructed using a photogrammetry pipeline in an underwater
setting using data captured from an AUV and GoPro camera. To address the unique
demands of underwater photogrammetry, over time we have developed a system for
managing some of the specific challenges of the marine setting. Figure 1 illustrates the
general system used to reconstruct models.

Fig. 1. Overview of our system for improved textured reconstructions from AUV video data

Photogrammetry Reconstruction pipeline from AUV video data: In general using an
AUV for video capture requires multiple passes over the site. To minimize geometric
distortion in the reconstruction we decompose and group the video data into select re-
gions. Each of the localized regions of the site are individually reconstructed in turn
and only later merged together into a final complete model. Figure 2 shows the result
of combining several regions of the HMS Maori shipwreck to create a whole model.
This historic World War 2 destroyer was bombed in 1942 and broke in half. The entire
ship measured 115 meters long and this portion is approximately half that length and
is located in 16 meter deep water near Valletta, Malta. Core tools in the reconstruc-
tion pipeline are Agisoft Photoscan [3] for photogrammetry and FFmpeg [1] for image
processing. The reconstruction as shown in Figure 2 captures the shape of the wreck,
however, the textures suffer from a fair amount of texture blurring from combining
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video segments from multiple passes of the AUV. Our primary contribution is our novel
GPU based texturing algorithm written in OpenGL and GLSL, which we now present.

Fig. 2. Example results from our reconstruction pipeline which accurately models the shape of the
WW2 wreck, however, the texture is overly smoothed, lacking details found the original images.

3.1 GPU driven texture creation via parallel view dependent selection

Texturing is one of the most critical stages in a reconstruction pipeline with the intent
to produce a visually appealing and realistic reconstruction. Texture generation in pho-
togrammetry is almost always done through projection mapping of the scene photos
onto the reconstruction. This allows for the original surface and lighting information
from the real world scene to be transferred directly onto the reconstruction. Under the
assumption that the reconstruction of camera positions is accurate, points on the pro-
jected image will line up precisely with their location on the real world subject allowing
for a high degree of realism in the resulting texture.

Textures generated using our general reconstruction pipeline using Photoscan yielded
results missing much of the high frequency detail present in the collected photographs.
In general, texturing processes that do not sufficiently disqualify photos or blurred re-
gions of image data are likely to manifest a number of artifacts and potentailly loose
a significant degree of captured surface detail. The inherent loss of visibility and accu-
rate color information in underwater scenes introduces unique challenges to the typical
process due to the shear amount of video data with low image quality. In addition, with
AUV video collection the lighting may change significantly between video passes over
the site of interest. This variance in the lighting of the video footage in combination
with subtle alignment errors leads to blurry textures as shown in Figure 2.

To create a new less blurred textured, our GPU based algorithm selects pixels from
the closest camera (where closest is measured as Euclidean distance). As our input is
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thousands of frames (and thus camera positions) from the video camera as it moves
through the water on the AUV, our system needs to be able to handle large datasets
efficiently.

System Overview: Our texturing system starts with the aligned cameras and recon-
structed mesh from the photogrammetry pipeline and reconstitutes the scene within our
own C++ and OpenGL application. The system generates a new improved texture for
the target mesh through a multi-pass pipeline with the goal of forming the clearest tex-
ture using the best image information available. Most stages within the pipeline operate
on individual texels of image buffers mapped to the mesh.

The challenge in creating an ideal texture for the reconstructed mesh from 2700
input images is identifying the best view of the geometry from the large number of
potential input images. To tackle this problem, the mesh and corresponding texture are
first partitioned into cells which are discrete local regions of the surface which share the
same nearest cameras. As such these cells act as a fundamental unit for both resource
allocation and computation allowing for some exploitation of locality. This organization
is utilized during the final sampling of colors from the source images, when the assets
needed by each cell are first loaded into a caching system. Once all assets are loaded,
projection from the cell’s cameras are used to sample colors from their photographs.
These samples are then blended to produce the texturing for all the texels of the cell.
The cells partition the entire mesh so processing them all yields a complete texture. A
diagram of the system can be seen in Figure 3. The CPU must handle the allocation and
management of resources for this process, but the majority of computation is handled
by the GPU. The only task which requires a significant portion of CPU time is the task
of sorting unstructured cell neighborhood data.

Fig. 3. GPU based view dependent texture generation

Scene Management: The input to our algorithm is the pose and parameters of all the
aligned cameras within the scene (which can, for example, be generated with a pho-
togrametry pipeline, in our case from Agisoft Photoscan). Undistorted images are used,
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Fig. 4. Process of generating a single texel of texture. Many texels are processed in parallel during
the final stage.

thus our system is able to treat each camera as if it were an ideal pinhole camera. Hold-
ing all of the potential views (input images) in memory simultaneously is typically not
feasible due to the quantity of images (≈ 2700). To work around memory limitations
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as well as the texture limits of OpenGL, we consume whatever memory is available
using large OpenGL texture arrays. Our algorithm fills and continuously updates array
entries with the images needed for a particular stage or iteration. These arrays are man-
aged automatically by a caching system we developed which uses least recently used
replacement. This caching is critical as the time cost of loading images from disk greatly
overshadows computations in our system. Furthermore this cache structure allows the
system to easily adjust to the quantity of memory available.

The reconstruction is loaded as a triangle mesh and oriented within the same coor-
dinate space as the cameras. The mesh must have a parameterization provided as this
mapping is critical to our systems design. Meshes with parameterizations mapping to
multiple images will be automatically split and processed as several individual meshes.
Resources which are cached during the generation of each texture persist in the cache
during run-time, so the performance gained during the generation of one mesh’s texture
can carry over to the next.

Geometry and UV Mask Buffers: Before any coloring or analysis of the mesh is done,
our system computes and stores some basic information about the layout of the tex-
ture being generated. This stage, like almost all that follow it, operates on intermediate
image buffers which match the dimensions of the texture being generated, but which
hold non-color information. The parameterization of the mesh being textured provides
a mapping between the image and the mesh’s surface such that computations can be
run in 2D image space which correspond to the 3D space of the scene. Thus, the first of
the intermediate buffers to be created are two geometry buffers into which we store the
world space location of each texel as well as the surface normal. These buffers allow
all following stages to operate without needing any access to the original triangle mesh.
We also simultaneously produce a mask image for the parameterization so that stages
further down the pipeline can quickly discard texels which do not map onto the mesh.

Cell Formation: Central to our texturing process is the division of the target surface
into smaller fragments whose texture can be derived from the same finite set of source
photographs. We reference these fragments using the term cells as in our system we
derive these fragments from a structure which is very nearly an nth-order voronoi dia-
gram of the scene partitioned by the euclidean distances of its cameras. Where n is the
number of cameras we use to texture an individual cell.

The algorithm starts with a compute shader which launches a single invocation for
each texel. Each invocation first reads the world space position of the texel from the
previously rendered geometry buffer. It then iterates over the cameras in the scene while
a small data structure keeps track of the top n nearest cameras. This structure works as
a priority queue, but has been simplified for implementation on the GPU in GLSL.
Each camera first has its view frustum and view direction checked for visibility of the
texel. If the texel is visible the camera is submitted to the queue. Each time a camera is
submitted to the queue, it linearly checks the distances of the cameras currently stored,
and inserts the new camera if appropriate. It is assumed that the size of the array will
be small enough to make losses in efficiency negligible when compared to a typical
implementation. The result of this computation is a tuple of n camera identification
associated with each texel.
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This information is then condensed into the set of all unique tuples that were found
in the prior computation. To do so the algorithm iterates over every texel from the prior
step and extracts its tuple. Each unique tuple is added into a contiguous array to enable
random access later in the algorithm. Likewise, a new integer valued image map is
created such that each texel holds an index into this array. Individual tuples characterize
a cell, and so the array in combination with the image map form a partitioning of the
mesh into cells. A visualization of this cell index mapping can be seen in both Figure 3
and Figure 4 labelled as Cell Index Map. This organization of pixels by their tuples is the
single step of the algorithm done on the CPU, however it is still relatively inexpensive
when compared to other stages of the system.

Final texture: To compute the final texture, the texture caches are appropriately sized
based on the maximum number of source photographs the algorithm can concurrently
store and access on the GPU and a batch size is computed as the maximum number of
cells to be processed at once without exceeding space limitations. The set of all cells is
then split into batches, and each execute the following steps individually.

First, the the source photographs as well as additional reference images needed by
the cells in the batch are loaded. At this time the algorithm loads high dynamic range
images which store both a pre-rendered depth map from the perspective of a given
camera, as well as a sobel filtered copy of the source image. A separate cache handles
these reference images, and when they are requested attempts to load them from disk,
or renders them anew if needed. Once all assets are loaded onto the GPU, the algorithm
dispatches a compute job for this batch of cells. Again each invocation operates on a
single texel and its logic is summarized in Figure 4. Each texel in the final texture is
colored from the closest n cameras that can ‘see’ that texel, resulting in a final texture
with higher frequency details as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5. A close up view of the gun mount on the Maori using our view dependent texture blending
(right inset). Contrasted against the gun mount as scene in the Agisoft generated texture.
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Color Correction One of the final challenges our system must address is that fact
that all the textures created by default from the underwater camera frames exhibit an
overly blue tint. For color correction, two separate FFmpeg command line filtergraphs
are used. The first is a simple S-curve used to increase contrast on images being used for
photogrammetry. In the second FFmpeg filter, a midway equalization filter is applied
to the video clip which attempts to match its histogram against a reference clip which
was chosen during setup of the pipeline. Next, a color curve filter is applied which is
configured using one or more frames from the reference clip. The corrected images can
then be used during texture generation to create a model that is more visually distinct
allowing a viewer to better distinguish plant matter in an ocean environment. Figure 7
shows our color correction along with a recent commercial alternative we explored [2].

4 Results

We present results from our system for the reconstruction of underwater archaeology
sites of interest. Our system is tuned for video data captured from a goPro camera
mounted on an AUV. We propose specific system processes to manage the limitations of
the AUV trajectory and most importantly an algorithm that utilizes the graphics pipeline
and hardware to create view dependent textures to minimize distortion from underwater
frames and create an overall clearer final texture. We demonstrate the system and algo-
rithms on data of a known shipwreck in Malta, including a close up of the gun mount
on the Maori, Figure 5 and a rendering of the full wreck in Figure 7, with more high
frequency image data preserved.

Our texturing system takes advantage of graphics hardware parallelism by utilizing
our novel data structures, many GPU computations, and LRU caching. The acceleration
achieved as a result of this system is such that most computation times are trivial when
compared to the mostly unavoidable cost of loading resources from disk. When oper-
ating on a sufficiently small number of images (≤ 256) our system eventually loads
all resources needed into memory concurrently, at which point the complete render-
ing of a 4096x4096 texture image is typically completed in less than 3 seconds. When
operating on a much larger set of images (≈ 2700) the time needed to generate a tex-
ture of the same size increases to the order of between 450 and 750 hundred seconds,
however GPU computation typically represents less than a tenth of a percent of the to-
tal time while resource loading occupies above 99%. Similarly the majority of the cell
computation stage of our system is computation time on the CPU during organization
of camera tuples. Even when each of over 16 million invocations of the computation
shader must find the nearest cameras out of the (≈ 2700), the computation is typically
completed in under a second. All timings were tested on a system containing Intel R©

Core
TM

i7-8700 CPU, 16GB physical memory, and an NVIDIA Titan V. As a result we
are able to process a scene with over 2700 virtual cameras and over 5400 total images
to produce a texture preserving high frequency information without human interven-
tion. Our system attains a final reconstruction mesh which captures both remarkable
geometric and textural detail as seen in Figure 7

One way to measure the improvement provided by our texturing algorithm is to
measure the overall blurriness from the original texture and our final texture, measured
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in texture space using the variance of the laplacian of each texture. The resulting scalar
value is higher for sharper images as they are characterized by more rapid information
change. We compare using a basis image formed by first applying a 3x3 guassian blur
to both our textures and the Photoscan textures, then equally blending these blurred
images together. As shown by figure 6 the variance of the laplacian for our textures are
consistently higher than those produced by Agisoft Photoscan.

Fig. 6. Graph of the variance of the Laplacian of our textures, Photoscan’s, and our basis image.

Fig. 7. Our Final result textures. Top: left was generated from 256 cameras, right uses the com-
plete set of approximately 2700 images. The middle two images shows two alternative color
correction methods. The final image shows a side view using the second color correction method.
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4.1 Limitations and future Work

One stage of our pipeline which could benefit from further research is the alignment of
regions during the reconstruction of the archaeological site. Due to the constrained mo-
bility of an AUV, it is not possible to get full coverage of most sites with a continuous
shot. Instead many regions must be reconstructed separately then merged. Improved
global region alignment, or aligning cameras in image space prior to projection to max-
imize overlap are areas of future work.

In addition, our method for color correction fits well within our tool-chain, but is
rudimentary when compared to some related work. Finally, the abrupt transitions in
exposure and color seen in our textures could be improved with a more adaptive blend-
ing algorithm within the final stage of our texturing system (of particular interest is
multi-band blending [5,4,9]).
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